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ABSTRACT

Pbotodlsintegr&tion of the a-partlole has been

studied by examining photographic plates, previously exposed

to ionizing radiation resulting from the bombardment of

helium by high-energy X-rays.

Relevant theory is surveyed briefly, and a review

is made of previous experimental work on the subject. The

results of the investigation are presented after a description

of the experimental technique, measurements and analysis.

From an exposure in which the maximum X-ray energy

was nominally 35 the shape of the broad resonance in the

(t#p) cross section has been determined, and is compared with

previous measurements. Angular distributions reveal a larger

percentage of electric quadrupole absorption of photons than

previously ascribed to the reaction, but show no evidence of

any magnetic dipol© absorption.

An exposure at 70 Me? has been ueed to demonstrate



that the (r»p) (y#») cross sections are similar at photon

energies above the resonance. 2he photoneutron angular

distribution is asymmetric, and cannot be explained by any

existing theory.

Ho evidence ha® been found that multiple processes

occur with frequency comparable with (r»p) ®nd (r»n).
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1* ISTBODUCTIO&

Chadwick and Ccldhaber (1934) were the first

workers to detect the disintegration of a nuclear structure

by electromagnetic radiation, when they succeeded in breaking

the deuteron into its constituent neutron and proton under

irradiation with 2,62-MeV y-rays from ThCw. Encouraging

theoretical agreement followed from Bethe and Pelerls (1935)#
and deuteron photodislntegration has since been very

thoroughly investigated both experimentally and theoretic¬

ally, and acme hundreds of papers published on the subject.

The degree of understanding reached in the ease of

the two-nucleon system ha® not so far been achieved for other

nuclei, Szilard and Chalmers (1934) initiated the study of

more complex nuclei by detecting photoneutrons from

beryliiuaj for fairly light nuclei, it is possible to study

individual nuclear levels and transitions, and selection

rules consequent upon the charge independence of nuclear



forces sometimes simplify the interpretation of result® in

these caees. Resonance effects are common in the absorption

of r-r&ys by light nuclei, since the energy states in the

excited nucleus have widthe much smaller than their distance

apart.

For nuclei with atomic numbers greater than about

20, overlapping of energy levels occurs, with the result that

their Individual effects are not observed. For a given

photon energy, many levels will contribute to a photonuclear

cross section, and its study is divided into two stages.

These stages—the mechanism of photon absorption by the

nucleus, and the subsequent emission of particles—can be

clearly separated when the excitation energy is low enough

for the "compound nucleus" picture of B. Bohr (1936) to be a

reliable one, i.e. up to about 50 M©V. "Direct" effects must

be expected at higher excitation energies. In any oase, the

mathematical complexity at present surrounding the nuclear

many-body problem dictates that any theoretical approach be a

phenomenological one, in the hope that a satisfactory nuclear

model, if found, can ultimately help to elucidate the basic

interactions involved.

The experimental methods of studying the photo-

disintegration process are largely dependent on the y-ray



sources available* Natural radioaotive substances are of

poor intensity for studying effects whose cross seotions are

measured only in millibarns, and are severely restricted In

energy. Radiative particle oapture, notably in the reaction
7 o

ii'(p(Y)B®ut provides more intense sources of radiation with

energies up to about 20 MeV available; by accelerating the

charged particles to a common resonance energy, the radiation

can be made strictly monochromatic, but is restricted to a

few fixed energies. Miller et al. (1960) have recently

suggested a means of providing monochromatic y-rays of con¬

tinuously variable energy from the annihilation in flight of

positrons*

fhe absence of a single, well-defined y-ray energy

is the principal drawback inherent in the use of an electron

accelerator—linear accelerator, betatron or synchrotron—

which is the only available source of radiation of very high

energy. fhe output of such a machine is a continuous

spectrum of bremsetr&hlung X-raye having all energies from

zero up to the energy to which the electrons are accelerated,

and the "difference" methods (e.g. Katz and Cameron 1951,

fenfold and Leiss 1959) which have to be used to derive a

reaction cross section from a yield curve are of poor resol¬

ution. Nevertheless the form of the excitation function has

been derived for a large number of nuclei and reactions, fhe



characteristic shape is a broad, smooth peak known as the

"giant resonance", the systematise of whose parameters-

width, peak height, resonance energy, etc.—are valuable ex¬

perimental data. Detailed investigation of the emitted part¬

icle® is also valuable; their angular distribution helps to

identify the character of the photon absorption, and their

energy spectrum can be compared with that expected when part¬

icles are "evaporated" from an excited nucleus or ejected in

some kind of direct interaction with the photon. Deviations

from a statistical model have been indicated by measurements

of the branching ratios between different induced reactions.

The photon absorption is less easy to study ex¬

perimentally than the particle emission stage of a reaction.

Investigation must proceed indirectly, elnoe the nuclear

cross sections are so very much smaller than those for the

various electronic forms of absorption. It ia necessary to

measure the partial cross section curves for each of the

several reactions of a given nucleus (where possible) and

construct the curve of absorption cross section against

photon energy from these.

The present study concerns the a-particle, the

simplest structure readily available for experiment, next to

the deuteron. As will be shown in succeeding sections, no

successful detailed treatment has so far been given for this



nucleus, although soma agreement with experimental results

has been aehieved at a few points. He4 is experimentally

attractive since it is light enough for neither of the pro¬

duct particles in any two-body disintegration to have any

excited energy states, with the result that the photon

absorption is more directly accessible to measurement. The

excitation function for any such reaction can be derived com¬

pletely from measurements on either particle alone, even with

a bremeetrahlung beam.

After the theoretical review, the present state of

experimental knowledge of this nucleus will be assessed, by

way of introduction to the description of the present etudy

and the presentation and discussion of the experimental

results.
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2• KBViaw OF PHOT Oh-1S IBThGRAT I01 i THEORY.

ttlTH SiSSgm, mm T9 ffBS ALPHA-PAItTIChh

2-1 The jSAajuUIlJtilAaa

When dealing with nuclear reactions Induced by

particles it is customary to classify the particles in the

incident beam according to "partial waves", to each of which

corresponds a certain particle angular momentum. In a simil¬

ar way, it is convenient to classify electromagnetic radi¬

ation according to the successive terms of a general expane-

ion known as the multipole representation,

The quantum theory of radiation, using the class¬

ical representation of a radiative source (or absorber) a© an

oscillating electric or magnetic moment, leads to the ex¬

pression of the radiation in terms of a convergent eerie® of

powers of (£/*)» where 1 is the radius of the charge-current

system and % is (1/2-sO time® the wavelength of the radiation.

The classical condition limits the number of



appreciable terms In the expansion* these will be few for

nuclei and Y~rays up to quite high energies, since X
(although inversely proportional to the energy) has the value

197 x 10*13 cm at 1 MeV.

She angular momentum of a photon with respect to

the absorbing nucleus Is determined by quantum numbers 1 and

a similar to those for a particle. Angular momentum is con¬

served in the photon-nucleus system, ao that 1 *j- J^j ,
where and are the (vector) angular momenta of the

initial and final nuclear levels. Thus 1 can have any value

given by

except the value zero, excluded a© a consequence of the

transverse nature of electroiaagnetio radiation, The value 21
is called the multipole order of the radiation.

There are two independent partial waves for each

value of 1, the one actually obtained depending on whether or

not a change of the parity of the nucleus occurs in the

transition. The multipole having the same parity as a part¬

icle with the same 1, i.e. (-1 )*", is termed an electric

multipolej the multipole with parity -(-1 J3, is called magnet¬

ic. These are usually designated by the respective symbols S

and M, followed by the value of 1,
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The probability of transition from a nuclear state

"\L to state 4u is proportional to the absolute square of the

"matrix element", given by the integral

-if - )^<v^4r
where &T is a volume element and q is the effective electric

or magnetic moment# Even if we can estimate the various

aultipole moments present in the nucleus, it is not possible

to calculate explloi% without detailed knowledge of the

wave function® and 4^# But knowledge of their parity
alone indicates which transitions are forbidden (i.e. have

zero probability) and leads to the enumeration of selection

rules. For example, for electric dipole radiation q has the

for* and will ohango »ign on r.fleotion in th«

origin of coordinates. Thus "f* must have opposite
parity if the matrix element (a definite integral) is not to

change sign also, necessitating the value zero. Conservation

of parity in the whole system means that in electric dipole

radiation the photon must have odd parity with respect to the

nucleu®. Similar considerations for other multipoles lead to

the selection fulee, summarized in the statement*

"For an 11 (Ml) transition, the parity of

the nucleus changes unless 1 is even (odd)".
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Quantitative estimate® of transition probabilities

must depend on th© nuclear model adopted for the calculation*

However, a general result is that the probability of r&di-

atlon decreases roughly as (H/X) , so that the multipole ob¬

served is usually ^ust that given by the smallest value of 1

consistent with angular momentum conservation. Moreover, the

intensity of magnetic S^-pole radiation is considerably less

than that of the corresponding electric multipole. However,

contrary to the situation in atomic spectroscopy, these re¬

ductions do not render th© transitions other than E1 "for¬

bidden". In nuclear processes relative intensities are much

less important experimentally, since transition probabilities

can be directly measured with greater aocuracy? nuclei are

not subject to external influences tending to remove them

from long-lived states. In addition, such transitions in

nuclei are not obscured by overlapping electric dipole- trans¬

itions to the same extend as In atomic systems.

2.2 The .Photofli^nftpgratloq rTpq«ffa

Ae already stated, there are two extremes of behav¬

iour which can be expected to lead to the emission of a part¬

icle from a nucleus which has absorbed a photon* a "compound

nucleus" may be formed by the sharing of the available energy

among the nucleons in the target nucleus, and a particle
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subsequently emitted by a chance concentration of sufficient

energy| alternatively, the absorption amy be localised, re¬

sulting in the instantaneous emission of & particle or part¬

icles.

The compound nucleus picture of the reaotion hse

been developed according to several nuclear models, used to

derive explicit wave function®. Goldhaber and Heller (1948 )

suggested a nutaber of eerai-claeslcal models for the electric

dipole process in which the neutrons and protons are treated

collectively. These models were successful in producing an

excitation function consisting of a broad resonance, whose

width was interpreted as a damping effect. iiteinwedel and

Jensen (1950) and Uanos (1952) mad© more detailed cal¬

culations using the moat successful of these hydrodynamics 1

models, and Ferentss, Gell-Mann and Fines (1953) succeeded in

producing similar results by more rigorous quantum-mechanical

means. More recently, Dance (1958) and Okamoto (1953) have

shown that the application of the model to deformed nuclei

leads to a splitting of the dipole resonance, and have ex¬

tended the treatment to include quadrupole effects.

On the assumption of compound nucleus formation,

the energy distribution of the photonuoleone emitted may be

calculated statistically, taking into account the correct



ttnXam energy for the particle in question and allowing for

the inhibited penetration of the Coulomb barrier by protone.

Experiments have shown that this is in faet the main process

for heavy nuclei, but that it cannot be the only form of

interaction. In particular , too many high-energy photopro-

tons are found.

The first detailed direct-interaction theory was

that of Courant (1951), who used a simple model in which each

nucleon moved independently under a square-well potential.

Matrix elements were calculated between this state and a

similar final unbound state. The results were broadly

similar to those of expe riments on photoprotone from heavy

elements, but detailed agreement was lacking.

lilkinson (1956 and 1959) has shown how the in¬

dependent particle model can be used to describe the feature©

of the giant resonance. In this case, the outer "valence"

nucleons alone cannot explain the resonance, since its

integral with respect to quantum energy is given by a sum

rule involving all the nucleon© (See section 2.4)• When

absorption by transitions from closed shells of the nuclear

core is considered, it transpires that relatively few of

these are important, and that these few are of sufficient

strength to account for most of the electric dlpole sua.



Further, these transitions cluster together in such a way as

to give a resonant shape to the absorption. To produce the

correct absolute resonance energy, it is necessary to use a

velocity-dependent potential such that the effective nucleon

mass is about one-half of the free mass (Hand 1957). It is

not yet clear whether such discrepancies as do exist with ex¬

perimental resonance shapes disappear with the introduction

of refinements, or whether some more fundamental modification

will be required.

It is thought that the collective and independent

particle pictures are not as irreconcilable as may at first

appear? in any ease, a compound nucleus may be formed by the

sharing of the energy of an excited nucleon before it is

emitted. The photonucleon energy distribution can be pre¬

dicted by Wilkinson's theory, and the yield of high-energy

protons agrees more closely with experiment than does the

simpler theory of Courant.

Brief mention should be made of the possibility of

photon absorption by a nuclear sublimit of several nucleons.

ouch a process is logically intermediate between collective

and single-particle absorption, levinger (1951) has proposed

the wpseudo-deuteronw model for photodisintegratiem at high

Y-ray energies, where the wavelength is so small that only
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occasionally will it encompass two nucleons. If a neutron

and a proton come cloee together* the photodisintegration of

the system will be similar to that of a free deuteron, modi¬

fied by the momentum distribution of the particles inside the

nucleus* At sufficiently high energies, each particle will

take away half of the available energy. Bedrick (1955) has

made numerical calculations of more detailed predictions of

this model with which the results of experiments may be com¬

pared.

2«3 Cfpgff Section S&SI&M&Sim toy He4
Piret-order perturbation theory gives the cross

section for an electromagnetic transition from an initial

state of a nucleus to a final state 1 as proportional to the
*■2

sum 2 j*|J2 over all possible final spin states. As
already explained, the calculation of the matrix elements M±f
for the transitions from the ground state of He^ to various

unbound states will provide results which can be compared

directly with experiment;! observations of photodielntegra-

tion cross sections| the main difficulty is lack of Informa¬

tion on the correct forms of the wave functions to be used

for the various nuclear ground states.

The most important type of photodisintegration
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reaction in is the break-up into particles of masses 3

and 1, i.e. the processes He^(r»p)H^ and He^(rt»)He^. Since
4.

the He nucleus oontain® equal numbers of protons and neutr¬

ons, these "mirror reactions" should be identical (apart from

slightly different thresholds) in all respects unconnected

with Coulomb forces.

It is convenient to use spectroscopic notation for

the description of the various nuclear states involved. If

we Initially neglect terms other than 1SQ in the ground state
of the a-partlcle (Cer^juoy and Sehwinger 1942), we can write

down the transitions to all possible final interaction states

and deduce the multipoles absorbed by means of the selection

rules of section 2.1. Knowing that each of the product part¬

icles has intrinsic angular momentum &, we restrict ourselves

to states in which these spins art antiparallel or parallel,

i.e. singlet or triplet states. Considering only transitions

involving dipole or quadrupole absorption, we draw up the

list given in fable I. (?he transitions ando o o o

are forbidden, sine© the conservation law would require the

radiation of ssro angular momentum.)
3 *5

If we further assume that the nuclei Ir and He are

also in pure S-etates (i.e. consider only central inter-

nucleon forces), we are left with transition® in which either
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the multiplicities (for magnetic transitions) or the orbital

angular momenta (for electric) change, but not both together#

fable I

Transitions from ground state of He* to (p ♦ t) or (n * He*5)

So_!"1 AJ ** n yes* 11

AJ S8S 2, no 12

S
o 1

AJ 35 u no m

AJ - 1f ye® ii

so*'p2 AJ m 2, yes M2

AJ m 1# no M1

s
o 2 AJ m 2, no 12

Thee© are»

electrici 1 J?< , 11o *

1S 12
O £

magnetict 1vV
We can expect theee transitions to be predominant, even if
*

i.e. the parity change®.
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some non-central force© are in fact present*

Flowers and Mandl (195*) adopted simple Gaussian

spatial wave function® for the nuclei involved, and described

the motion of the nucleons in the final state by plane wave©.

Making rough assumptions about inverse range parameters in¬

volved, they derived an expression for the cross section of

the electric dipole process. The resulting function broadly

resembled the giant resonances familiar in heavy nuclei $ it

rose rapidly to a broad maximum well above JO MeV, and had a

magnitude of the order of 1 millibarn. These author® also

calculated the electric quadrupole cross section? the

magnetic dipole cross section was not calculated explicitly,

but was shown to be extremely small.

Gunn and Irving (1951) considered the electric

dipole case only. They again neglected Interaction between

the product particles, but regarded Gaussian wave functions

as unsatisfactory beoauoe of their poor asymptotic behaviour.

They added calculations using exponential functions of a type

previously Introduced by Irving (1951) for variational cal¬

culations of binding energies. As they expected, these re¬

sulted in rather higher cross section values than the Gauss¬

ian functions, but again choice of values for the inverse

ranges was to some extent arbitrary. Using figures which



gave correct values for the binding energy of He^ and the
*

Coulomb energy of He f they again found a broad peak in the

excitation function, about 2 miHibarns high and at a some¬

what lower energy than the Flowers and Mandl result.

Different choices of parameters resulted in fairly large

changes in peak position and height.

Although these theoretical calculation© gave cross

section curve® of the same general form as the experimental

results then known, the closest fit was obtainable only by

choosing an Inverse range for He^ which was very different

from that required to give the correct binding energy*

Braneden, Douglas and Robertson (1957) tried to remove the

inconsistency by reducing the initial slapllfieatlone made by

Gunn and Irving. After showing that the introduction of a

final state interaction was no improvement on the plane ware

representation of the outgoing nucleon, they repeated the

calculation using tensor force wave functions (Irving 1955,

Abraham, Cohen and Roberts 1955)* This however was

unsuccessful, and these authors (and Wilkinson 1959) have

suggested the construction of new a-particle wave function®

assuming a "hard core" two-body interaction potential.

The disintegration into two deuterons (spin 1) may

be discussed in a similar fashion* Possible final states
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(making allowance for the identity of the disintegration pro¬

ducts) are j

Dipole and quadrupole transitions are given in Table II. On

Table II

Transitions from ground atate of He* to (d + d)

1s
o 2

A J SR 2* no E2

AJ t* 1, yes 21

1
ao—2 AJ m 2, yee MS

A J m 2, no £2

1S
o 2

AJ as 2, no E2

1so—5h AJ • 1, no Hi

the central-force approximation, only the first of these can

oocur. The cross section calculated by Flowers and ..landl was

found to be similar in shape to their electric dipole cross

section, but had its peak at about 50 MeV and was only one-

hundredth of the magnitude of the former.
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Sunn and Irving hav© argued that the high (y,n) and

(y»p) thresholds relative to the total binding energy of He*
will make the (Y#pn) and (y,2p2n) disintegrations predominant

except near the threshold, because of the greater phase-space

available, Specific calculations for the four-body break-up

yielded a cross section rising to a maximum of several milll-

barne. Experimental evidence on this reaction is very scant,

but results for H®*(y,pn)H2, although not entirely consist¬

ent, do not confirm such a large cross section,

2.4 Sya Rules

An alternative approach to the calculation of the

photon absorption cross section is afforded by an extension

to the nuclear case of the Thomas-Relche-Knhn sum rule of

atomic physics. This is a quite general quantum-mechanical

result whose classical analogue is the fact that the area

under the absorption curve for a charged simple harmonic

oscillator depends only on its mass and charge, and not on

its natural frequency. The sum rules for matrix elements

refer to a summation performed over all possible final

states, giving a result dependent on the wave function of the

ground state only# for electric diode absorption by any

system of 3 protons and I neutrons, irrespective of its dyn-
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amical nature, the result of Levinger and Bethe (1950) la

alnt * \°(S)<*E * (2*2e2-fi/Mc).(N2/A) « 0.060(H2/A) Me? bam.
Thie result assumes only that the forces between nucleons are

"ordinary", and should he obeyed by any detailed model which

neglects exchange forces. The inclusion of exchange forces

unfortunately requires a specific model. Using an independ¬

ent particle model, Levinger and Eethe included the effect of

a fraction x of (purely central) exchange force© in the neu¬

tron-proton interaction, end the result was to increase the mm

by the factor (1 + 0.8x). Correlation effects between the

nuoleons, completely Ignored in such a model, would increase

this factor.

On the basis of the same statistical model Levinger

and Bethe also gave an expression for the quantity

the integrated cross section weighted by the dh/B approx¬

imation to the breasstrahlung spectrumj this is a quantity

which may be readily compared with measured bremsetrahlung

yields. The result (again for electric dipole absorption)

may be written

where B is the root mean square radius of the nuclear charge

e

o



distribution (in the ground state). Poldy (1957) has pointed

out that this should hold rigorously for the lightest nuclei
9 % % A

H , H » He"^ and Ht independently of the possible existence

of inter-nucleon correlations, but assuming only that the

ground state wave functions are space-symmetric. He showed

that this assumption was valid for these nuclei, and derived

the above expression on its basis alone.

At energies not far above the giant resonance, ex¬

perimental measurements of integrated cross sections for

heavy nuclei are generally consistent with the dipole sum,

with in agreement with the results of neutron-proton

scattering experiments. The electric dipole character of the

r.»on.mo. 1. thus demonstrated. Tor lighter nuclei

comes out lower than the sum rule values, even with x * 0,

unless the integration is carried well above the resonance,

Indicating a high-energy "tail" in the excitation function.

Por Be* (h * 2 » A/2), the Levinger-3ethe value is 84 MeV ab

for x ■ 0.5* Assessing the experimental results then avail¬

able351 , liustgi and Levlnger (1957) obtained the value

124 Me? mb. They derived a sum rule on the basis of Irving's

wave function for the He* ground state, including tensor

K
Later results, together with the present experiment, indic¬
ate a slightly smaller discrepancy.
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forces, which led to lower values: "between 86 and 102 MeV mb

for various standard Majorana-Heisenberg exchange force mix¬

tures.

These authors were less successful In calculating
A

for He In thle way, obtaining the value 1.23 mb. Thle

was seriously in error compared with the experimental value
—1 "5

of 2.7 mb. The corresponding value of H * 0*99 x 10 oia

also disagreed with that of 1.61 x 10"**' cm obtained by high-

energy electron scattering experiments (McAllister and

Hofstadter 1956). Levinger and Bethe, and Boldy, pointed out

that this result can be deduced by including the effect of

the finite r.m.s. radius of the proton, but the discrepancy

In remains, and must oast further doubt on the correctness

of the Irving wave functions.

2.5 P&qtrlfrinpnff

The distribution of events in terms of the angle,

measured in the centre-of-mass system of coordinates, between

incoming and outgoing particles in any nuolear reaction pro¬

vides information about the angular momentum and parity pro¬

perties of the nuclear levels involved. In a photonuclear

reaction (or its inverse, radiative capture) the most useful

information concerns the multipolee emitted or absorbed in
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the radiative process.

Scattering theory gives the differential scattering

©rose section (per unit solid angle) for a collision process

as proportional to an infinite series of terms C.f^Cces#),
where ^(eos#) are the legendre Polynomials in terms of the
©entre-of-mass scattering angle %f and Q,^ are real coeffic¬
ients. In the case of processes of the form

A ♦ a C* -w B ■¥ b»

where Cs is a compound nucleus in a state having definite

angular momentum and parity, only terms involving even powers

of cos# are finite. The differential cross section may then

be written in the form

Ml m t* *0,oob29♦ c,«o.4s ♦ ...)4
o<*/2) 1 2

for comparison with experiment. The coefficient® G^,02,...
are now complicated functions of the energy of the Incident

particle, the various angular momenta (orbital and spin) and

the nature of the interaction forces involved. The highest
97

power occurring, cos is restricted by the smallest of 1^,
12 and J0, where 1^ and 12 are the orbital angular momenta of
initial and final systems, and JQ is the angular momentum of
the intermediate state. The restriction may be expressed*

!< 11 , L< 12 and L <. JQ.
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If the compound state is a mixture of levels of opposite par¬

ity, or if the Incoming and outgoing waves contain mixture®

of opposite parity, interference terms in odd powers of cos#

may be involved.

Jerry and Same (1955) have listed the angular

distributions expected for the reaction H^(p,r)He^, for all

possible interaction states producing electric dipole, mag¬

netic dipole or electric quadrupcle radiation. The ^1'^
state, which i» principally responsible for electric dipole

2
emission, has JQ * 1, and eo only terms up to cos 0 may

2 2 1
appear—in fact (1 - cos #) * sin # in this case.

(giving electric quadrupole radiation) has tf * 2, leading to

a distribution of the form (sin2#oos2#). A (sin2#cos§) term

arises from the interference of radiation from these two

states| the resulting forward asymmetry is the most striking

experimental evidence for the presence of quadrupole absorp-
*

tlon. , with 1 « 0, must give rise to an isotropic

distribution. The other triplet states produce terms having

the same powers of cos#, but with more complicated coeffic¬

ients. All these results should hold also for the Inverse

reaction Hs^(y*p)H^, as % is the same angle in both cases.

For photodisintegration in heavy nuclei, with many

overlapping levels In the intermediate state, the interpret-
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atlon of angular distributions is less complete. Electric

dipole and quadrupole absorption characteristically give
2 2 2

sin © and sin ©cos © distributions, with interference, but an

isotropic emission of particles can now be the result of

evaporation from the oompound nucleus, or from internal

scattering of the particles in the nucleus, and does not

necessarily imply magnetic dipole absorption.
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3*1 iiBigtoiaiaJL Muk st Jaltiaii

An Ideal photodisintegration experiment would yield

complete excitation functions for all possible reactions, so

that the total radiation absorption oroee section curve could

be obtaiiitd by addition, at the came time allowing compari¬

sons to be made between the various individual reactions.

In practice, one frequently has to be satisfied

with much less than this. fhe commonest difficulty crises

from the use of electron accelerating machines producing

heterogeneous beams of high-energy y-r&ym, with the result

that the energy distribution of the emitted particles will

not be related in a simple way to the excitation function.

With light nuclei such as helium, thie problem ie reduced by

there being no excited state accessible to any of the part¬

icles present$ the calculation of the energy of the
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responsible photon becomes a matter of particle dynamics

only. If two-body disintegration can be assumed, complete

knowledge of the momentum of eaoh product is more than enough

information for this purpose, and a check is frequently

available, Goneeraing multiple reactions it is more

frequently necessary to draw rather indireot conclusions.

Where a detailed excitation function oannot be

deduoed, its Integral can be used to arrive at a value of the

integrated absorption cross section. Again, where the photon

energy is experimentally limited, a measured "yield" may have

to be confined to a finite energy range smaller than that re¬

quired to oover the entire reaction region. Yields measured

with bremsstrahlung beams can be conveniently compared with

theoretical sum rules using the bremsstrahlung weighted cross

section of Levinger and Bathe mentioned in section 2,4*

Sometime® the energy at which a reaction or total

cross section curve ha® its maximum value may be estimated

experimentally; such resonance energies can be distinguishing

characteristics of different theoretical predictions.

Beaotion thresholds are not generally so valuable in photo-

dieintegration studies, since they are readily calculable

from more accurate nuclear mass measurements, but they might

be used for identification purposes. (A well established



photonuclear reaotion threshold makes a convenient calibra¬

tion point for a betatron energy scale.)

An angular distribution {in centre-of-mase coord¬

inates) for the emitted particles is desirable, as well ae

it© variation with photon energy, so that information may be

deduced on the mode of Y-ray absorption at various energies.

Shis is more easily obtained for protons than for neutrons,

since most devices for measuring the energy of a proton will

automatically indicate its direction of emission as well. In

the case of helium, the photoneutron angular distribution is
■se

derived by detecting the recoil He^ particles.

When the target nucleus breaks up into more than

two parts, it is useful to be able to measure the degree of

correlation between the emitted particles, and the relative

angle® at which they are emitted. Ihis will be possible only

with a device like a cloud chamber, with which the assignment

of two or more charged particle© to a common reaction can be

positively made, or with the aid of a coincidence counting

technique. This type of study is particularly important at

fairly high energies, where the Levinger pseudo-deuteron

model might be expected to describe the process.
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3.2.1 General

In the last decade, the photodisintegration of

helium has been studied experimentally by a number of workers,

fhese experiments have all involved the use of helium gas

targets in betatron or synchrotron brerasstrahlung beams,

and the reactions have been investigated by means of the

direct detection of one or more of the disintegration

productsj this has mostly been done by measuring charged

particle tracks in eloud chamber photographs or photographic

emulsion®, though the use of counters has also been reported.

She result® of these various experiments will be

discussed under the heads of the different experimental tech¬

niques employed.

3.2.2 Cloud Chamber Experiments

In spite of the difficulties attending the use of a

lilson expansion chamber in the X-ray beam from an acceler¬

ating machine (Atkinson et al. 1957)* this instrument is par¬

ticularly suited to the study of photonuelear reactions in a

gas, like helium, of low atomic number. I'he low stopping

power and the relative lightness of the particles involved

mean that reasonably long tracks can be obtained, even of the

heavier "recoil** particle, and fairly accurate range measure-
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mente made. In addition, these events can be easily distin¬

guished from spurious events occurring in heavier gases like

oxygen present in the chamber in small proportions.

This small stopping power does have the potential

disadvantage that very few particles will complete their

range within the sensitive region of a cloud chamber of

normal size) but in the case of two-body disintegration® in

helium, it is possible to determine the energy release from

the measurement of angles alone, though this method becomes

rather inaccurate at certain energy regions, Particle

momenta can be measured from the curvature of the tracks in a

strong magnetic field. Probably the most valuable feature of

the technique is the fact that the cite of the reaction can

be readily identified and the product particles leaving it

easily distinguished) against this must be set the undoubted

drawback of the considerable time and labour Involved in

amassing sufficient data to be statistically significant, and

here the particularly small cross sections of helium add to

the difficulty.

The first helium phctodiointegration experiment wae

performed by Gaerttner and leater (1951), who used a cloud

chamber at atmospheric pressure in the beam of a 1OO-^eV

betatron. They selected as helium events those "flags" and
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"singles" with recoil track® longer than was possible from

carbon or oxygen reaction* and drew some approximate con¬

clusion® on the relative else® of the integrated croes

sections of the (y»p)» <Y»n), (Y»2d), (y»P*i) a»d (Y»2p2n)

processes by ccapering the various yield® with those from

carbon, nitrogen and oxygen reaction®, They gave an angular

distribution (based on about 120 photoproton events) which

was compatible with ®ln2#j this fact, together with an esti¬

mate of the integrated absorption croes section which appear¬

ed to exhauet the dipole sum, was taken a® evidence in favour

of electric dipole absorption a® the predominant mode for the

helium nucleus, A rough energy distribution based on about

the earn® number of (y»p) events had a peak between

25 and 50 MeV, with the average photon energy estimated a®

(27 +, 2) MeV, Above 50 MeV, the method of computing the

photon energy by measuring the momentum in the forward direc¬

tion became very inaccurate.

Slool&i and Ooldwaseer (1954) confined themselves

to a brief investigation of the contribution from photons

above the threshold for meson production, and compared the

numbers of events with machine run® at 135 and 300 MeV, They

also published integrated cross section estimates comparable

with those of Oaerttner and Yeater.
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Matheson et al. (1954) reported a ©loud chamber ex¬

periment using 285-MeV breasstrahlen, but no results have

been published*

The first attempt to use the cloud chamber method

to obtain a reasonably detailed cross section curve was by

Held, Swinbank and Atkinson (1956). Running at 340 MeV,

these authors determined the forward momentum and hence the

Y-ray energy for a number of (y»p) events, and again found

the accuracy inconveniently low at energies over 30 M#V. The

cross section curve appeared to fall off rather rapidly be¬

yond the peak near 26 MeV, and the angular distribution was

symmetrical, but narrower than sin Main and Reid (1957)
determined the form of the (y»») cross section over a limited

range of energies between 40 and 70 MeV by measuring single

He5 recoil tracks, and found it to be smoothly decreasing,

(Ho correction was applied for loss of events from the useful

region of the chamberf range measurements are necessary here,

sine© the neutron leaves no track.)

The most comprehensive study of the photodisintegr-

ation of helium so far undertaken has been reported by

Oorbunov and Spiridonov (1957» 1958a and 1958b). Using a

170-MeV bremsstrahlung beam and a magnetic field for particle

momentum measurement, they examined 9»0G0 oloud chamber

photographs and identified over 2,500 events of each of the
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reactions (r#p) and (ytn), as well as smaller numbers of the

other processes. They gave energy distributions based on the

analysis of over 700 each of (r#p) and (y,n)# and 91 (y»pn)
events.

These results permitted the first direct comparison

of (r»p) and (y»n) cross sections measured in the same exper¬

iment. Oorbunov and Splri&onov concluded that these were

essentially similar* the (y,n) curve was slightly higher than

the (y,p) above 55 Me?, but it is possible that the differ¬

ence was a result of large momentum corrections or of neg¬

lected multiple scattering. Both curves had peaks just under

2 ailliberns high in the energy region 27-28 Me?, and the

half-width (measured from the proton curve only, sinoe neutron

measurement® did not extend below 27 Me?) was about 15 Me?, a

fairly large value. However, it was not found possible to fit

the measured curves satisfactorily by means of any of the

published theoretical curves for electric dipol# absorption,

even neglecting absolute values and trying to fit the shape

alone, In addition, the r.m.s, a-partlcle radius calculated

froia when the contributions from all the reactions were

added agreed with the electron scattering value, rather than

the value calculated from the various wave functions tried by

Sunn and Irving.



The angular distributions showed narked differ¬

ences. The neutron distributions were apparently identical

for photon energies above and below 30 1S*V, being almost
2

purely sin 0 functions. This was taken to indicate that

there oould be no electric quadrupole component in the ab¬

sorption, owing to the zero effective charge of the neutron.

The (y,p) angular distribution, on the other hand, indicated

that 22 absorption sets in around 30 MeV, and that there is

increasing dipole-qu&drupole interference above this energy.

Both distributions could be explained without using any iso¬

tropic (magnetic dlpole) component. Prom the fact that pro¬

ton and neutron distributions were quite dissimilar the con¬

clusion was drawn that the quasi-deutsron process was quite

unimportant for the two-body amotions, even at high energies.

for yield and angular distribution measurements on

the (y»pn) reaction, an extra 14#000 photographs, taken at a

beam energy of 260 Me?, were examined, Results for this pro¬

cess showed that the quaei-deuteron mechanism was the domin¬

ant one at all energies* proton and neutron showed a marked

degree of correlation, and had angular distributlone similar

to those obtained with free deuterone. The fraction of

helium disintegrations taking the form (y»pn), although ris¬

ing to at least 3©$ in the region 75-170 lie?, did not appear
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to dominate the scene in the way predicted by Gunn and

Irving, and only one-tenth ae many cases of (r#2p2n) were

found.

A technique whereby very complete information can

be gained from any recorded event has been devised by Reid

and Lalovio (1960), who used proton scintillation telescopes

to trigger a t.5-atmosphere chamber* The result was

selective photography of disintegrations in which at least

one proton, of energy 80 to 120 MeT, was emitted, The exper¬

iment was run at 330 MeV in an attempt to test the quaai-

deuteron hypothesis in detail, but etatistios were poor for

helium, and the findings, though positive, were based on ^ust

28 events in this element.

3.2.3 Electronic Counter Experiments

Although the counting of p-partioles from radio¬

active product nuclei was among the most important of the

techniques ueed in the firat photonuclear reaction studies,

the use of electronic methods of particle detection is un-

sulted to the direct study of processes of such low probabil¬

ity, and few experiments have been reported in which emergent

photoparticles have been counted in this way. Moreover,

energy determinations tend to be insufficiently precise, and

the simultaneous determination of both direction and kinetic



energy, which is such a useful feature of the particle track

methods, is difficult where the particle energy ie fairly

low. In contrast, coincidence counting techniques can play e

unique part, notably in the search for simultaneous neutron-

proton pairs from quaei-deuteron processes at high energies.

Benedict and Woodward (1951)* with a 300-MeT brems-

strahlung beam, counted helium photoprotone of three energy

values selected by absorption, using scintillation telescopes

fixed at angles of 60° and 90°. Assuming that no deuterons

were being counted, and that only the (y»p) process was re¬

sponsible for protons, they estimated differential cross

section value® for this reaction at the choeen energies.

Using direct photoneutron detection in BF^
counter®, with a high-pressure helium target and a 25-MeV

beam, Ferguson et al. (1954) derived a partial excitation

ourv© for the (y*u) reaction by brera®strahlung subtraction®.

The peak occurred around 24 MeV, and had a height of approx¬

imately 1,3 mb.

Barton and .Smith (1958) showed that, for high-

energy photodleintegration, nearly all proton emissions are

accompanied by simultaneous neutrons, the quaei-deuteron

mechanism apparently being the important one. Their

method was to detect protons in a specified direction and
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energy range, in coincidence with neutrons whose direction

alone was specified.

3.2.4 Photographic Emulsion Experiments

The continuous sensitivity and high stopping power

of the highly concentrated, fine-grain emulsions developed

for eharged-partlcle detection have meant that the role of

the photographic technique in photonuclear studies has been a

major one. The method is ideally suited for the very low

counting rates involved, and track measurement is quicker,

and statistical accuracy normally greater, than with cloud

chambers. With careful processing, nuclear emulsions will

allow easy discrimination between particles of different

charge, and different masses can be sorted out by grain-

counting at the ends of the tracks.

In the case of helium, there is no possibility of

"loading" the emulsion with the target material, but for this

nucleus the mechanics of two-body break-up are such that a

fairly complete picture can be obtained by studying a single

charged particle\ for the (y,n) reaction, loading would give

no more information than this in any case.

The first author to report an experiment of this

kind was Kikuchi (1952) whose primary investigation was
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photoaeson production, at helium nuclei, using a 320-MeV beam.

Hie proton energy spectra, tabulated for angles of 45°, 90°
and 135°, were statistically poor, but he was able to make

some broad comparisons with the results of a similar experi¬

ment on deuterium.

An attempt to study the (y»I>) reaction in some de¬

tail between the threshold and 40 MeV, with a helium target

at atmospheric pressure and a betatron of variable energy,

was mad© by Puller (1954). Assuming initially that no other

reaction was producing particles of charge 1 with comparable

frequency, he made no attempt to distinguish between protons

and tritons, but used the high-energy end of his "proton"

spectrum (where no tritons could be present) to work out a

triton distribution to subtract from the other end, A curve

was drawn for the (r»p) excitation function, using proton

spectra for four different beam maxima to estimate its shape

in the low and high energy regions. This curve had its max¬

imum at 25-26 MeV, just under 2 millibarns high. Theoretical

cross section curves were compared, and that of Guroi and

Irving found to be more satisfactory than the Flowers and

Mandl result, though neither was good. aint waB a®
0,016 MeV bam up to 40 MeV. lustgi and Levinger (195?) have

reported that a monitor recalibration led Fuller to increase
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his cross section estimates by 205?.

The shapes of the low-energy ends of the two

higher-energy distributions were interpreted by Fuller as

indicating that the (r»pn) cross section is of the same order

of magnitude ae that of (y»f) the region of 50 Me? photon

energy, which is in accordance with the prediction of Ouxrn

and Irving, but which was not corroborated by the later find¬

ings of Sorbunov and Splridonov. Fuller placed the peak of

the (y»P&) cross section at about 32 Me?.

Angular distributions were drawn for protons in

three different photon energy intervals, and fitted with

curves of the form A * B(1 ♦ G coe^)ain $* The constant term

was eenelbly zero below 26 Me?, but thereafter increased

rapidly with energy, while the "interference" cosine term

remained more or less constant. Errors in the values of the

coefficients A and G were quite large, the distribution*

being based on no more than a few hundred tracks each.

In an experiment again designed for studying meson

photoproduction, de Saussure and Osborne (1955), with a

helium tank at 1 atmosphere and a 350-MeV beam, detected

charged particles with 2=2 in under-developed emulsions.

Working solely in an angular xange where, on dynamical

grounds, no He* particles (recoiling from *° - production)
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could be found, they were able to derive a oroes section

curve for the (r»*0 reaction from the He' recoils, over the

approximate photon energy range 40 to 125 MeV. For this pur¬

pose a form of angular distribution had to be assumed, and
2

they used the pure sin $ function implied by measurements

below the meson threshold. These measurements were statist¬

ically poor, and no correction was made for motion of the

mass centre. The cross section curve obtained (falling

smoothly from about 0.5 to 0.1 ab) was generally higher than

that later found by Gorbunov and Spiridonov,

3.3 Ca^cle Capture

3.5.1 Detailed Balance

Knowledge of photodislntegration cross sections for

light nuclei can be increased in some cases by consideration

of the appropriate inverse reaction. For any pair of nuclear

reactions A + a --*» B + b there exists a very general re¬

lationship between the total cross sections o(a-*^) and

for the reaction proceeding by way of "entrance

channel" a and "reaction channel" £, and its inverse. Denot¬

ing the intrinsic angular momenta of the particles by I, and

assuming that the cross sections are averaged over initial,

and summed over final, spin states (the usual experimental
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condition)» then the Principle of Detailed Balance lead© to

the equation

(2Ia + 1)(2Ift * 1 )k^o(a~—$) « (2Ig ♦ 1)(2*b + 1 )k|a(0-»-u),
Here k » (particle momentum)/ H, calculated for a and b in

their respective energy channel© a and

a
All the experiments so far reported with fie in the

final state have been proton capture experiments. If

A + a B ♦ b becomes H"5 + p -*» He* ♦ y» we have « I « -J-

and Ig * 0, while (21^ +■ t), the "statistical weight" for
radiation, hag the value 2, since there are two poesible

directions of polarisation, fhus

0(Y»P)/<*(P»r) * Ztep/ky)2'
By means of this relation, the results of proton capture ex¬

periments can be used to derive the excitation function for

the inverse (y#p) reaction over the appropriate energy range.

As to the angular distribution, it is obvious that

this will be identical in both reactions, provided that the

measured angle between proton and photon directions is trans¬

formed to the system of coordinates moving with the centre of

mass.
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3.3.2 Proton-friton Capture Experiments

fhe first experimental sludy of the reaction

H5 *• H1 -s- He4 + r + "»9.8 Me?

was described by Argo et al. <1950), who deteoted f~r&yB from

a tritium target bombarded by raonoenergetie protons from a

2.5-Me? Van de Graaf accelerator. £hey gave an estimate of

the general shape of the cross section curve, and described

the angular distribution by a function of the form
31

(A 4* B sin <&), with A email but not aero. Shese authors

claimed to have detected the existence of an excited level

around 22 Me? in He^, but this was not confirmed by Valk and

Phillips (1951), who extended the measurements up to 3.4 Me?

proton energy. fheir value of the constant term in the ang¬

ular distribution was higher than the previous one, A direct

measurement of the r-ray energy was made by iioohlin (1951)*
with a magnetic pair spectrometer. He stated that it was

probably monoenergetic, and made a yield comparison with the

17.6-Me? Y~ray from Li7(p,y)Be8. The result was seriously

dieorepant with a similar comparison by Argo et al,

Wili&rd, Bair and Kington (1953) went up to a pro¬

ton energy of 5 Me?, and found that the r-n&y yield curve

flattened out above 3 Me?, while its slope at lower energies

was less than that indicated by previously reported values,
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which were already divergent* In this experiment no angular

distribution was measured, f&rren and Griffiths (1955 )

verified that this was similar to previous measurements, as

was the Y~ray energy, but their absolute yield figure added

more doubt on its true value.

1'he experiment reported by Ferry and Baae (1955 and

1955) is the most valuable to date. It constated of a eerie®

of 90° cross section measurement® made at energies lower than

the (p,n) threshold, with a tritium gas target and Mai scin¬

tillation counters. The excitation curve found had the same

general shape as that of Willard, Bair and Kington, and Ferry

and Bam® found no evidence for any sharp resonance structure

in the curve. lather, it appeared to have the form of the

broad maximum predicted in the theoretical papers.

When the inverse photodisintegration cross section

was deduced from theee result®, broad agreement was obtained

with the excitation function as measured by Fuller (though no

comparison could be made with hie most reliable region, above

25 irieV photon energy)* Gorbunov and Spiridonov (1957) sub¬

sequently provided further agreement.

Perry and Bant derived their absolute cross section

curve from the measurements made at 90°, by assuming a pure
2

sin # angular distribution* the departure from this forra was
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investigated at a series of energies. Adopting the function
9 ?

(1 ♦ b cos#) Bin #, the value of b was found to increase

steadily from about 0.02 to about 0.12 as the proton energy

rose from 0 to 6 Ms?. Any isotropic term in the distribution

was demonstrated to be very email, possibly zero, by measur¬

ing the yield at 0°, fhis is in accord with the picture of

predominant singlet-state interaction, at least at these

relatively low energies, though terry and Same point out that

their extrapolated b is about twice Fuller'o equivalent

value. fhey are unable to contribute anything to the higher

energy region, where Fuller's rapidly rising isotropic term

predicts a triplet-state contribution not supported by

Gorbunov and Spirldonov.

3.4 Summary

It has been experimentally established that the

form of the photon absorption cross section curve is the

broad resonance which was predicted by both theoretical

papers on the subjectj some authors have claimed fine struct¬

ure for it in the form of sharp resonances, but this has not

been supported by any of the direct photodiBintegratlon meas¬

urements, nor by the more recently published p-t capture

work.



The exact shape of the excitation function is not

so well established, beyond the conclusion that it is not the

one given by either theory. In particular, the two principal

(r»p) experiments—those of Fuller and of Gorbunov and Spiri-

donov—result in different widths for the peak.

The (v,n) reaction ha© received less attention in

the resonance region. The only evidence on its similarity or

otherwise to the (y»p) cross section was adduced by Gorbunov

and Spiridonov, who found small differences above the reson¬

ance, which have not been established to be genuine. Other¬

wise the two cross sections appear to be nearly identical, as

in theory they should be.

It has never been questioned that the predominant

interaction involved is electric dipole absorption of photons,
p

which gives sin ** angular distributions^ there is evidence to

the (y»p) process for electric quadrupole absorption,
p

detected by interference terms of the form sin weoeO, but how

its importance varies with photon energy is in some doubt.

The question of possible triplet-state interactions—princip¬

ally magnetic dipole absorption giving an isotropic component

in the angular distribution—is even more doubtful, largely

owing to the impossibility of measuring such a small effect
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in anything but a very accurate angular distribution—and all

those so far published hare been lacking in statistical

accuracy.

The role of multiple reactions in the total absorp¬

tion process is another uncertain feature, with Fuller's

measurements apparently supporting Gunn and Irving's predict¬

ion of a very high cross section, and Gorbunov and Spiridonov

finding a completely different state of affairs. The diffi¬

culty in this case is one of sorting out the protons from

several reactions occurring simultaneously.

The work described in this thesis represents an

attempt te dear up some of these uncertainties. Using the

photographic emulsion technique, a photoproton energy distri¬

bution has been measured for photon energies below 55 Me?,

and this evidence will be discussed in relation to the (y»p)

cross section in this energy reglonj an angular distribution,

statistically better than any hitherto published, has been

determined from the same data.

From measurements on recoil He"5 nuclei, the (r,n)

cross section has been measured between 40 and 60 Me?, and a

corresponding angular distribution obtained. aIbo, long-

range proton tracks have been examined and conclusions drawn



on the ratio of the (r#p) 8-»<3 (y»») oross sections in the

doubtful energy region} the contribution to the total absolu¬

tion cross section of the (Y»pn) reaction is also discussed in

the light of these measurements.
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The experimental work performed by the author of

this thesis consisted of the examination of nuclear research

plate® on which had been recorded the tracks of charged part¬

icles arising in the photodieintegration of helium nuclei, A

brief description is necessary of the method by which the

plates had been exposed to thi® radiation.

The apparatus used was designed, and has been de¬

scribed, by Livesey (1956), It consisted essentially of a

cylindrical steel chamber containing the helium gas target at

pressures up to 6 atmospheres, with a relatively thin alumin¬

ium window at each end for the passage of a narrow brems-

strahlung beam. The beam was that of the 70-MeV synchrotron

at Queen's University, Kingston, Ontario, and was eollinated

by lead blocks, 14 inches thick, before reaching the camera.

The photographic plates were placed (in the gas) round the
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beam in pairs, in such a way that particles ejected from the

irradiated column of gas reached the plates at fairly email

angles with respect to their own planes, The use of gases at

high pressure is a means of achieving satisfactory reaction

yields in elements of low atomic number, while it also per-

mlta the suppression of low-energy tracks where necessary.

The geometrical disposition of the plates relative

to the X-ray beam, and the relevant dimensions, are shown in

Pig, 1 * The need to use a containing cylinder of finite

length, terminated by metal windows, meant that the plates

had to be masked from radiation reaching them from direction®

making small and large angles with the beam. This was done

by having cylindrical brass shields fitted to the end plates

of the camera, and surrounding the beam everywhere except for

a column 5 inches long at the centre. By excluding from

measurement tracks other than those making angles between 25°
and 155° with the beam, a source in the irradiated column of

gas could be assumedj in practice, only track® between 35°
and 145° were considered reliable.

The emulsions employed were all of the Ilford 02

type, which is sensitive to protons over a wide range of

energies, while giving fairly good discrimination between

short-range protons and a-particles. All were 200 microns
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thick (except for one of 4-00 microne used for studying long-

range protons) and were coated on plates measuring 3 inches

by 1 inch. They were processed by the method described by

Dawson and Livesey (t956)j this procedure Involves glycerin®

treatment before drying, to restore th© shrunken emulsion to

approximately its original thickness.

The plates studied were obtained in two sets of

runs* one set with the synchrotron giving an X-ray beam of

its maximum energy, 70 MeV, and one in which the energy was

reduced to half. The efficiency of this kind of machine

fall® rapidly as the energy to which the electron® are accel¬

erated ie reduced from its designed value, so that the expos¬

ures at 35 Me? were several times longer than those at 70

M«V, for the same nominal dose of X-rays,

In the plates exposed at 70 &®V, to assist identi¬

fication of the tracks of He^ particles, radioactive a-part-

icles were introduced into the emulsion, This was achieved

by evacuating the camera and placing a weak source of

Actinium A, B and 0 at the centre for half an hour. To

identify these track® positively, the plates were reversed in

their holders when this was done, ©o that all He* tracks

appeared to com® from the "wrong" direction when the plates

were later examined under the microscope.
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*•2 Principles of the Method

?ih»n helium is bombarded with photons of all ener¬

gies below the meson threshold, the following reactions may

be expected to occur, giving rise to the charged particles

indicated on the right*

(1) He4 + hv —H3 + H1 - 19.8 MeVj p,t

(2) He4 + hv —He5 + n - 20.6 MeVj He3
(3) He4 + hO «*»» 2H2 - 23.8 MeVj d

(4) He4 + hv H2 ♦ B1 * n - 26.1 MeVj p,d

(5) He4 * hv? —m> 2H1 + 2n - 28.3 MeVj p

On the assumption that the technique permits the positive

identification of all these products, only reactions (1) and

(2) ean be identified uniquely by detection of a single

charged particle. The detection of a proton alone cannot

distinguish between cases (1), (4) and (5), while both (3)
and (4) can result in a deuteron track on the plate. Eeac-

tlon (3), however, is theoretically "forbidden* on the elec¬

tric dipole approximation, and there is no experimental evi¬

dence to show that its cross section is other than negligibly

small in comparison with the other processes.

As the main study of the work described here con¬

cerns the (r,p) and (y>») reactions (1) and (2), it might be

thought that all that needs to be done is to investigate the
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*

recoil tritons and He^ particles, The latter possibility

provides in fact the only way of detecting the (r»u) reaction

directly with plates, and is a feasible one; but particles

having the same charge make very similar tracks, and the

large numbers of protone present in the emulsions make the

task of picking out the trltons exceedingly difficult. The

method of grain-counting all the tracks before measuring the®

would be extremely tedious, and even by this method separat¬

ion of tritons and protons would be made even more difficult

by the presence of deuterone from reaction (4),

Instead, it was decided to rely on proton measure¬

ment for information on reaction (1), introducing a correct¬

ion for the presence in the data of tritons, mistakenly meas¬

ured as protonsj energy considerations may b© used to exclude

protons from other sources, or one can draw such indirect

conclusions about other reaotione as appear in the distribut¬

ions. The main results for (y#p) are based on plates run at

35 MeY, i.e. only 15 MeY above the (r»p) threshold. It is

permissible to run at the higher energy of 70 MeY for the

(y,n) experiment, since He' particle© (which are fairly

readily distinguishable) can arise in no other way? indeed, a

fairly high beam energy is necessary in this case, since the

heavier recoiling particle takes away only about one-quarter
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of the energy released in the reaction, and the tracks met

not he too short for accurate measurement. (The range of He'
is about one-quarter of the range of Y? of equal energy.)

Puller plotted "proton" energy distributions in

this way, and subtracted from the low-energy end a distribut¬

ion calculated on the basis that protons at the other end

of the scale were associated with recoil tritons, measured as

if they were protons. These triton corrections amounted to

the majority of "proton" tracks measured below 22 MeY, and a

very considerable fraction of those between 22 and 23 MeY.

This large correction had the effect of markedly distorting

the shape of the uncorrected proton spectrum below the peak,

with consequent uncertainty in the cross section results in

this region.

It was considered that this defect is inevitable in

the photographic method, and that the technique of measuring

protons only and then correcting the results Is an unsatis¬

factory one in the susceptible energy region. Therefore the

losses at the low end of the proton spectrum due to the use

of a high-pressure target are not a serious drawback in the

light of this other problem. The threshold region of the

cross eeotion 1® probably best Investigated by a separate run

at a low beam energy, and using gas at a lower pressure.



Once the kinetic energy and direction with respect

to the photon beam hare been determined (in laboratory coord¬

inates) for either reaction product, the energy of the photon

causing the disintegration, and the complete momentum of the

other particle, can be found by an elementary application of

the conservation laws. The possibility of a complete solut¬

ion of this kind is due to the fact that no three-nucleon

particle possesses a bound excited energy state, and all that

has to be assumed is that the event is in fact a two-body

disintegration of a Be* nucleus#

Momentum relations are shown in Big# 2, in which

primed symbols represent quantities measured in the centre-of

-mass coordinate syetem, unprlmed in the laboratory system.

Subscripts 1 and 3 refer respectively to the disintegration

products of those mass numbers (proton and trlton, or neutron

and He"*). The forward momentum hv/e communicated by the in¬

cident photon is shared by the two product particles in the

ratio of their masses, since their velocities in this direct¬

ion must be the same.

By conservation of energy,

hv * E1 * Ej - Q (1 )
where Q « -19.8 MeV for (r»p)# or Q » -20.6 MeV for (y»n)*.
*

For relevant nuclear masses see e.g. Brummond (1955).



Momentum diagram for photodisintegration of Ha*
into product® of masa 1 and ma»s 2#

by photon of energy bv>
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Applying conservation of momentum parallel and perpendicular

to the photon direction, we have

hv/c - ^2iiE1cose1 * feliyjoee^ (2)
and ein01 « fM^sine^ (3)
Here M is the proton or neutron aasei it is sufficiently acc¬

urate to take the recoil mass as 3H«

Square and add equations (2) and (3)*

(hv>)2/o2 ♦ fKK^ - 2|2B^1(hv/o)cose1 * 6ME^
We can now use equation (1) to eliminate E^, giving a rela¬
tion between 11, and hv>*

* f(hv ♦ Q) - (hv/l6Mc2)|hv»(sin2#^ ♦ 1)
+ |24Mc2(hv ♦ Q) - (hV)2(sin2«1 + 3)Jcos^

Alternatively, by starting with hv/c on the r.h.e. of equat¬

ion (2), we can eliminate E. and relate hv to the kinetic

energy and direction of the recoil particlei

Ej » i(hv + Q) - (hv/16Mo2)jhv<3sin29^ - 1)
+ 124^c2(hv> * Q) - 3(hv)2(3ein2*>3 ♦ 1)jooe#3

It will be seen that the solutions are not unique.

However, one of the answers is excluded in practice by being

well outside the experimental energy range, and the positive
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value of the square root can be dropped in each case. Values

of and were computed at different angles for ranges of

photon energies of interest here, and used to plot the graphs

shown in Fig. 3.

4.3 .iicroeco;:e Measurements

Particle track® in nuclear research emulsions can

be examined and measured for quite long periods (several
hours at a time) by a skilled observer, given a microscope of

high optical precision, preferably of the binocular type with

inclined eyepieces. For accuracy of measurement, a flat

field of view, small depth of focus and an accurate depth

gauge are essential, while the motion of the mechanical stage

should be precise, to enable the position of any event in the

emulsion to be noted with certainty and returned to quickly

when required. When the emulsion is used in thick layers, an

ob^eotive of long working distance is needed.

An instrument embodying the features necessary for

this kind of work was developed by Gooke, froughton and

Simts, in accordance with the specification of the Photo¬

graphic Emulsion Panel of the Cabinet Advisory Committee on

Atomic Energy. One of the microscopes used for the measure¬

ments to be described was of this typo (Model M4005), and is
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llluetrated in Fig. 4. The microscope has a mechanical stage

of special design which permits precise, micrometer-controlled

motion over 5 cm in both directions, on ball bearing®, and

to extend the range of stage movement possible, an orthodox

vernier superstage is provided. Illumination (bright or dark

field) is built in, and by means of an extensible reflex

plate camera, shown mounted on the microscope, photomicro¬

graphs can be made whenever necessary.

The other microscope used in the present work was a

Cooke, Troughton and Simras Model M10,000. This was adapted

by the addition of a binocular head, and a protractor ocular

for angular measurements, and was fitted with a almple square

stage with vernier scales.

The optical equipment employed in each mioroecope

for both scanning and measurement consisted of a 45x fluorite

oil-immersion objective used in conjunction with 10x Kellner

eyepieces, giving a field of view just over 0.2 mm in dia¬

meter. (Immersion oil has a refractive index very close to

that of the emulsions used.) In every cacse the search pro¬

cedure involved scanning slightly-overlapping strips of

emulsion 0.2 mm apart, each 4.00 em long and parallel to the

5-inch edge of the plate, i.e. parallel to the X-ray beam* in

each field of view the search was carried out through the
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entire depth of the emulsion layer. Every suitable track
v

found was checked to ensure that it had not already been

measured in a previous transit, the criterion for acceptance

at this stage feeing that the track was formed by a particle

entering the surface of the emulsion within the projected

angular range (measured with the protractor ocular with

respect to the long edge of the plate) 30° to 150°. Tracks

shorter than 16 microns were ignored as feeing impossible to

identify with certainty (in the case of HeJ recoils), or

because they lay in the triton-abundant region (in the ease

of protons).

The information required about each track was its

range, end its Initial direction in space, The projected

range 1 (measured with a calibrated eyepiece scale) and pro¬

jected angle cj> (found by placing the eyepiece cross-hair over
the track at its point of entry and noting the reading on the

protractor head) had to be taken in conjunction with depth

measurements made perpendicular to the emulsion surface, in

order to derive the true quantities in three dimensions•

When the depth h of the end of the track below the emulsion

surface had been measured, by focussing successively on the

two planes, the range could be found as

1 » (l2 ♦ h2)*,
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while the space angle % between beam and track was given by*
cos® * cos^>cos£,

where 8 « tan""1 (fa/l)

The measured quantity h, however, always requires

correction before it can be used in this way. Owing to the

high bromide concentration of nuclear emulsions, very pro-

nouneed shrinkage takes place during the fixing process, so

that (if uniformity of shrinkage can be assumed) all vertical

measurements will be in error by the factor (final thickness/

original thickness). When correction was made for this

effect, the "final thickness* taken was that obtained by

measuring (with the microscope depth scale) the total depth

of the emulsion layer at a standard point, near the centre of

the plate% this was done each day. The original thickness

had been measured with a mechanical bench gauge just after

exposure, but before processing, and was an average of four

readings at the corners of the plate. This correction elim¬

inates any errors of calibration of the fine-focus scale from

microscope to microscope, giving all depth measurements

finally in terms of the saiae bench gauge, and at the same

time allows for the variation from day to day of the emulsion

thickness, which is sensitive to ambient humidity.

*
See Fig. 16 (Appendix).
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Tor the computation of values of 9 in large

numbers, a method of etereographic projection (Powell, Powler

and Perkins 1959) wae found convenient and rapid| the

accuracy of about 1° that this method afford© was quite

sufficient, since the measurements do not warrant greater

precision than this. A stereographic net (designed for navi¬

gational use) was couered with a sheet of perapex which was

free to rotate about the centre of projection! for each track

a point was marked in ink on the perspex, on top of the

appropriate projected "latitude" S and "longitude" c^. (As
dip angles are of one sign only in this calculation, either

hemisphere may be used.) The perapex was then rotated until

the mark was over the projected "equator" (£ * 0), when the

value of 9 could be reed directly as the line of longitude on

which it lay. This is really an application of a more gener¬

al method for finding the angle between two tracks, with on©

of the tracks having £ «* * 0# By bringing the points for

the two track® to a common great cirole, the difference in

longitude gives the angle required! in our case the common

great elrcl© is always the equator, since one of the points

involved is the centre of projection (0,0).

Under favourable conditions, projected ranges could

be measured to within one micron, which is the order of mag-



nitude of the original grain size} acouracy was reduced In

the oase of both very fast protons, whose point of entry into

the emulsion was frequently uncertain, and of all tracks more

than 100 microns long, which were measured in successive seg¬

ments. A good mloroeoope carefully used can give equally

precise vertical measurements, but distortion of the emulsion

introduces errors greater than this.

bracks showing marked Coulomb scattering along

their path were measured by taking separate segments on each

side of the bend. Small-angle Coulomb scattering is a much

more frequent occurrence in nuclear emulsions, particularly

towards the end of a particle'© range, and gives tracks their

characteristic appearance of being apparently curved. The

inaccuracy which this process contributes to range and

angular measurements is one of the inherent disadvantages of

a method involving track formation in a medium of high

stopping power.

Photomicrographs of typical tracks are given in

Pig. 5.

4.4 gaaaftaliflB. Mi&iaat&i mi

Prom the recorded data (which included stag© refer¬

ences for locating any track again), the range R and space
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Photomicrographs of typical tracks from
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Uppert Proton track

(Last 0»1 mail residual energy 3*6 MeV)
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Lower* He' particle track

(Last G«1 mm* residual energy t2.5 MeV)
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angle id were calculated for each track in the manner already

Indicated. Before the rang® could he used to find the kine-

tic energy of the ionising particle responsible, it had to he

corrected for the fact that the particle must have lost some

of its energy in the high-pressure helium before reaching the

plate. The range in the gae is a simple geometrical quantity

depending on the direction of the track and its location in

the emulsion, and can he converted to "miorons of emulsion"

and then simply added to the measured range, after multipli¬

cation by a factor depending on the pressure and temperature

of the gas at the time of the exposure. Theee quantities had

been recorded by the experimenter and used in conjunction
with an average stopping power for the appropriate energy

range to calculate this factor.

The range in the gas is made uncertain by the

finite width of the beam. From Fig. 16 it can be seen that

the length of path traversed between the centre of the beam

and the point of entry into the emulsion i®

<y^ + 5s2coaeo2<j>5^
The possible error in assuming an axial source for all part¬

icles le r.coaeo€| the beam radius r was 0.84 cm in this ex¬

periment, and resulted in en error of 0.25 Me? in the energy

of the shortest protons measured, at the extreme angles. The
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error was more commonly under 0.1 MeV In the lower-energy

experiment, and was quite negligible for protons In the 70- MeV

run, where a much lower gas pressure wae used. On the other

hand, Hey particles from this exposure could hare errors of

up to 0.3 MeV.

For proton tracks, the kinetic energy was deduced

from the corrected range with the help of the combined range-

energy relation® of Rotblat (1951) and of Gibson, Prows© and

Hotblat (1954), theee results being applied for particle

energies below and above 11 MeV respectively. In the case of
•x

He' tracks, Botblat's a-partlcl© relation was used? since the

stopping power of emulsion for any particle of a given charge

depends only on its speed (Livingston and Beth© 1957), these
•*

results can be used for Be by simply multiplying both range

and energy scales of the graph by the mass ratio f-»

In all eases the combined values ef and & were

examined for consistency? no track was accepted whose direct¬

ion indicated a source other than in the beam. Genuine

track® occurring farther from the beam (higher value® of zQ)
will have smaller dip angles Sf but in any case, tracks with

large and email values of <|> must have their dips restricted
to smaller value© than those with 4> around 90°, according to
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the relation

tanS(c|>) « tank(x/2)sln<j>
(See Fig. 16.) The minimum and maximum allowed values of

tan&(%/2) were calculated for different values of e | graphs

of the corresponding minimum and maximum allowed values of &
again®t & were need to reject from further analysis any

track® then not lying between the relevant pair.

4.5 Analyse pf Dafra

Using the measured values of B and 0, the value of

the photon energy responsible for each event was computed by

interpolation from the graphs of Fig. 3. To transform from 0

to the centre-of-mass angle 0', it was then only necessary to

subtract one-quarter of the photon momentum h^/e from (or

ffcv/o from p-j), finding the new angle as in Fig. 2. In fact
a single 0-0' relation was plotted for an average value of

photon momentum over the rang© available experimentally, as

the angular difference was quite insensitive to changes in

photon momentum within thee© limits. It was thus possible to

derive centre-of-maes angles even for those events in which

the proton track passed completely through the emulsion, and

to include them in subsequent angular distributions. The

difference between laboratory and centre-of-mass angles was 2



to 4 degrees for protons, and 6 to 11 degree© for He'5 re¬

coils.

She data were then plotted on a diagram with hi> and

axe8, plotting one point for each track, so that energy

and angular distributions could be rapidly derived (choosing

separate energy regions if need be) simply by counting the

numbers of dote within the chosen intervals, The data from

different plates were plotted on separate diagrams, to allow

comparisons to be made between different observations.

As already explained, the main proton energy dis¬

tribution© were corrected at their lower end by subtracting a

suitable triton distribution, calculated on the basis of the

high-energy protons found. For a triton of a given energy to

interfere with the results, its range has to be such that it

could be oonfused with a proton in the energy region investi¬

gated. By ignoring all events below hv • 23 MeV, it was

possible to exclude all but a few of these. For given photon

energy values 0,5 XV? apart, corresponding values of hi/ and

#♦ were calculated for long-range protons whose recoil

tritons would be measured as proton® giving these values, and

after plotting these results on top of the energy-angle dia¬

gram the appropriate corrections were found simply by count¬

ing dote once more* This correction takes no account of
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possible tritone recoiling from high.-energy protons which

go right through the emulsionj the error from thie cause is

likely to be small, however, since tracks near (j) » 90° are
more likely to dip steeply and go through, whereas triton

contamination is most serious at extreme backward angles

(corresponding to forward proton directions).

Angular distributions had to be corrected for the

variation with # of the solid angle available for the collec¬

tion of particles by the plate, This solid angle is proport¬

ional to sin#. (Bee Appendix.) Again using the approximate

independence of photon momentum in the centre-of-mass trans¬

formation, it was possible to correct the number of event® in

each #' interval simply by dividing by sin#, where £ is the

mean laboratory angle in the appropriate range.
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5.1.1 General

Pwo plates were exposed: together, with the synchro¬

tron energy reduced to half of its maximum value? these

plates occupied the positions marked A and £ in Pig. 1•

Bqual areas of each plate were scanned by two observers, and
2

in the total area of 11.2 cm of emulsion 4,195 proton tracks

were measured, of all ranges greater than 16 microns.

When the angles of dip were examined, as explained

in section 4.4, about 6$ of the tracks from Plate A had to be

rejected? this percentage is the sort of figure commonly

experienced with the apparatus used, and can b® accepted as

normal background. However, the number of tracks originally

rejected from the Plate £ data amounted to 20$, which ie sus¬

piciously large and differs markedly from the figure for
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Plate A, which ought to give similar results, A further dis¬

crepancy in the total numbers of tracks found in the two

plates—the ratio was 1,28, the greater number being in Plate

£—indicated a pronounced deviation from the supposed symmetry

in the original experimental arrangement. She most likely

explanation was that the synchrotron beam had shifted in some

way during the exposure which, on account of the reduced X-ray

flux at the lower energy, had been made on three separate

days, with the machine being shut down and started up again

each day, (The camera was not touched during the exposure.)
As the X-ray beam was produced by the accelerated electrons

impinging on a vertical tungsten wire target inside the evac¬

uated Bdonut% the shift was assumed to be in the vertical

direction which means in a direction at an angle of 45° to

the plane through the outer edges of the two plates. (See

Pig. 1.)

To calculate the amount of vertical shift of the

beam that would explain the asymmetry in the data, distri¬

butions in dip angle S were drawn for tracks from sample

areas of each plate the same distance from the theoretical

beam centre? to simplify the geometrical calculation, only

tracks having values of between 70° and 110° were used,

i.e. only those in planes nearly at right angles to the beam.
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These dip distributions are shown in fig. 6; in the soanned

regions chosen, no tracks should have had dips outside the

range 7° to 36°. A revised upper limit of 44° was selected

for Plate 15, and the beam shifted by an amount in accordance

with this new limit, as indicated in the same figure. The

amount required was 4.5 m (at the centre of the camera), a

shift which would require that the lower permitted limit for

S in Plate D be raised also; however, the observed dip dis¬

tribution Indicates that the beam must have been in its in¬

tended position for at least some of the time, though it was

probably out of position during most of the exposure. (A

plausible explanation is that the beam was in its new posit¬

ion on the second and third day© of the run only.) The new

angular limits for Plate A also fit the observed distribut¬

ions well.

To check the estimated shift, the ratio of the new

distances of the scanned emulsions from the centre of the

beam was measured in the esiae normal plane, for the new beam

position. Prom Pig. 6, the value is * 1.33 approxi¬

mately, to be compared with the observed yield figure of

1.23, The slightly lower observed value may be taken as fur¬

ther evidence that the beam was in its intended position

during the earlier part of the run.



Effect of vertioal beam shift on possible

range of dip angles in a normal planef

new limits are marked by arrows on observed

dip distributions for 70o<4^1100
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When the revised criterion of selection was applied

to the tracks from Plate D, only 9*5$ of these had to be re¬

jected. It is possible that some genuine photoproton tracks

have still been excluded by this selection procedure, but it

is considered better to apply the procedure rigorously in

order to be certain of excluding unwanted tracks, absolute

yield values being very uncertain in this experiment anyway.

Tracks that were originally excluded from the Plate B data,

but later admitted on the basis of the new dip criterion,

were initially treated on their own before being included

with the other data for final plotting of distributions. In

all cases the separate results were broadly similar to one

another.

A non-central beam implies different range correct¬

ions for the two plates, owing to the different distances

from the beam centre. The error in assuming complete

symmetry was, however, only a fraction of that owing to the

finite width of the beam itself, and was of different sense

in the two platesj it was therefore ignored, and the reeults

from the two plates were averaged in all final distributions.

When plotted separately, distributions for the two plates

exhibited no significant differences.
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5.1.2 Energy Distribution

^hen the photon energy was computed for each

acceptable track, there were in all 3,569 tracks arising from

(Y,p) reactions caused by photons of energies 23.0 MeV and

over. Their distribution in terms of photon energy, plotted

at 0.5-MeV intervals, is given in Fig. 7, in which the small

shaded histogram is the distribution which has been subtract¬

ed to allow for tritons. Tracks that went right through the

emulsion, with the result that their total range could not be

measured, are not included in the distribution. Most of

these tracks were long enough to indicate that they arose

from disintegrations at energies over 32 Me?, so that any

esoape correction would only be appreciable above that

energyj there was no significant difference in the distribut¬

ion obtained by counting only tracks with dip angles below

20°, almost all of which stopped within the emulsion.

The histogram shows no evidence of any significant

resonance structure, in accord with previous photodisintegra-

tion evidence and with the most recent work on the inverse

reaction.

The distribution falls fairly steadily from the

peak position to a photon energy just over 30 MeV, after

which there is a long "tail" extending beyond 40 MeV, i.e.
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well beyond the nominal maximum photon energy of 35 MeV. In

fact It is not possible to assume that the maximum energy was

exactly 35 MeY; the method used to reduce the running energy

of the machine (reducing the length of time for which the

radio-frequency accelerating voltage was applied to the

cavity before the X-ray pulse was produced) was itself

accurate to about 1$, but the maximum electron energy was not

stabilised, and eould have varied by +, 2 MeV from the nominal

70 MeY. In addition, temperature changes in the magnet are

known to have led to a downward drift by as much as 5 MeY

during a long run at 70 MeY (Janeen 1960). Thus the figure

of 35 MeY is quite uncertain, and the probable value was

several IeV lower. The most satisfactory estimate of the

peak energy is obtained by inspection of the distribution

itself, and the free-hand curve drawn in Fig. 7 assumes the

figure of 32 MeY.

In order to examine the form of the (y»p) cross

section curve, it is necessary to know the flux (in absolute

terms if possible) of photons of each energy in the brems-

strahlung beam at the time of the exposure* In the Queen*®

University synchrotron the beam is monitored by an ionization

chamber which is connected through a direct current amplifier

to a chart recorder, thus giving a permanent record of the



relative beam intensity# The total dose in roentgens was

calculated in the present instance from a comparison by

Jensen (1955) of the monitor reading with that given by a

Victoreen wr-meterw, with the thimble of the instrument

placed behind 7.5 cm of lucite at a distance of 1 metre from

the synchrotron target.

The shape of the photon flux curve was taken a®

that given by the formula of Sohiff (1951).® This formula

gives a relative intensity spectrum, integrated over all

angles, and was corrected to take into aocount the different¬

ial absorption by the Pyrex glass donut* through which the

beam passes from the synchrotron target. The resulting spec¬

tral shape is in good agreement with an experimental determ¬

ination at 70 M«Y by Goodjohn (1956).

To take into account the fact that different quant¬

ities of ioais&tion are produced by photons of different

energy, this relative intensity curve was divided by B/Jv
(also a function of energy) to give the relative number of

roentgens per Me? interval as a function of energy; I is the

energy flux per unit area, and Jv is the quantity of ionizat¬
ion produced in the Victoreen thimble per unit volume.

36
The constant C in the formula was taken to be 191, after
Katz and Cameron (1951).
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?alue8 of F/Jv were calculated from the absorption coeffic¬
ient for X-rays in lucite, the energy required to produce

unit ionization in air, and the ratio of the energy loss in

luoite to that in air foe electrons (Gray 1936).

The ordinates in this last graph were then given

absolute values in r/MeV such that the total area under the
i

curve was 1 roentgen. The flux curve was finally obtained by

multiplying the ordinates once more by and dividing by

the energy, to give the number of photons per MeV interval
2

per cm per roentgen, as a function of the photon energy.

Representative flux curves are given in Fig. 8; these are

almost identical below 25 MeV.

The way in which the observed cross seotion shape

varies when different peak synchrotron energies are assumed

is also indicated In Pig. 8, where that portion of the smooth

curve of Pig. 7 between 25 and 29 MeV has been divided by the

flux curves with maxima at 30 , 32 and 35 MeV. It can be seen

that the maximum occurs at about 25ir MeV for the nominal beam

setting of 35 MeV, but moves up to 29 MeV when a value of 30

MeV is used. On the other hand, the cross section curve

below 25 MeV is virtually unaltered by these changes. The

figure of 32 MeV, which seems the most likely one from the

appearance of Fig. 7, gives a peak ^ust above 25 £eV on the



Figure 8

(a) Photon flux curves with maximum energies

30, 32 and 35 ^

(b) Showing the effects of using these

flux curves to estimate cross section shape

from smooth curve of Fig. 7
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basis of the free-hand curve. This flux ourve was selected

for the conversion of the histogram to the absolute cross

section of Pig. 9.

In ascribing absolute values to the yields and

cross sections in this experiment, angular spread of the

bremsstrafalung beam has to be taken into account| the beam

intensity is not constant at all distances from the axis, but

falls off smoothly according to a curve whoa© width at half-

maximum increases as the maximum beam energy decreases. The

collimator used in front of the plate camera was narrow

enough to ensure that the intensity was effectively constant

(at the maximum value) across the aperture, whereas the moni¬

tor ohamber admitted the full width of the beam. Assuming a

Gaussian expression for the variation of beam intensity with

ang Is, it can be shown that the ratio of fractions of the

total beam intensity admitted by the camera aperture at 70

and 32 MeV is equal to the square of the inverse ratio of the
2

angular half-widths at these energies, (^32^70^ *

According to Schiff (1946), the angular spread of
mm O

the beam should give half-maximum intensity at # * mc /Eq,
where is the kinetic energy of the electrons. However,

the very few experimental measurements that have been made

Indicate a mueh larger spread than this, probably owing to



(r»p) cross ©action as a function of photon energy,

derived from the observed distribution of fig. 7,

using 32-Mef flux curve and beam spread assumption

discussed in text
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electron scattering In the thick targets ueed. If we adopt

the raluee of 1.4° at 70 MeV (J&nzen 1953) and 2,7° at 30 MeV

(Mitchell et al. 1953), the flux ratio is (2.7/1.4)2 « 3,7,

which is much lower than the theoretical figure of

(70/52)2 - 4.8.

The experimental estimates were made on different

synchrotrons, and should not he relied upon further than to

conclude that the theoretical ratio is probably high. In¬

stead, the figure of 2.5 (lower still) has been adopted here,

since it gives cross section values of about the same magni¬

tude as those found by other workers with more accurately

calibrated beams. The value of deduced from this assump¬

tion and the 70-MeY measurement is 2.2° for the Queen*s

University machine. Direct measurement of ¥ as a function of

E0 is desirable.
The shape of the cross section (Fig. 9) i© similar

to the composite curve obtained by Fuller in a series of

irradiations. The more rapid descent above 29 MeV should not

be given too much weight in the light of the uncertainty in

the synchrotron peak energy (Uee Fig. 8(b)).

The results of Gorbunov and Spiridonov are not

sufficiently detailed in the resonance region to allow a



direct comparison, except to note that their values beyond

the peak BUggest a less rapid fall.

There is no evidence here of any excess of proton©

at low energies (our more reliable region), such ae led

Fuller to conclude that the (r*pn) cross section was substan¬

tial around 30 M«V photon energy. The peak in Fuller's

32-ileY energy distribution was lee® pronounced than that

obtained in this experiment (Fig. 7).

5.1.3 Angular Distribution

Fig. 10 shows the centre-of-maes angular distribu¬

tion, corrected for variation of solid angle, of all proton

tracks corresponding to photon energies over 23 McVj tracks

passing right through the emulsion are Included, as are all

events above 32 MeV. The number of measured events included

in the histogram exceeds 3,500| this is statistically the

best measurement so far made for helium, and permits detailed

examination.

The appearance of the histogram suggests the pro¬

visional assumption that there is no appreciable isotropic

term in the distribution, since it falls rapidly towards zero

at 0° and 180° on each side of the peak, just forward of 90°.



19

Centrs-of-raass angular distribution of

5*569 proton tracks from (y,p) reactions

in above 25 MeV photon energy;

the smooth curve represents the function

f(0) « B(1 + 0.46eos® 4- 0,01 cos2#)sin2#
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Accordingly, the method of least squares was employed to find

the expression of the form

f(e) c B(1 * C oos# +■ D cos2©)ein2#
which best fits the observed data. The values obtained for

the coefficients C and 3) were*

0 m 0.46 X

D « 0.01 + 0.1

In Pig. 11, distributions are drawn for the three

equal photon energy ranges between 23 M#V and the estimated

maximum synchrotron working energy of 32 Me?. The few tracks

corresponding to higher energies that this were omitted,

since their angular distribution did not appear to follow the

general trend but had more events at backward than at forward

angles. It is thought that the reason for this may be the

reduced efficiency of finding tracks of long-range protons in

these plates; a 35-SfsV photon produces a proton of 10 Ma? in

the backward direction, whereas the energy of a proton in the

forward direction is almost 13 MeV, corresponding to a 50$

increase in range and a considerable reduction in track

density.

Setting D equal to zero in the above expression for

f(0), the least squares method yielded the following values

of 0, which have been used in calculating the smooth curves



nmr* 11

Centre-of-mass angular distributions of

protons from (r»p) reactions in Ee* In

photon energy ranges (a) 23 - 26 MeV#

(b) 26 - 29 MeY, (c) 29 - 32 MeV;

smooth curves represent the functions

(a) f(e) « B(1 + 0.46oose)sin2e
(b) f(e) » B(1 + 0.48cos9)sin29
(c) f(9) - B(1 + 0.470OS9 + 0.25 C0B2e)sin29
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drawn through the histograms*

23 MeV<hv<26 MeYi 0 - 0,46 £ 0,03
26 MeV <hv< 29 MeVi 0 - 0,48 ± 0,04

2 2
In an attempt to estimate the size of the cos #sin 0 quadru-

pole term at the highest energies, where it would be expected

to be greatest, D was allowed to vary* the least squares val¬

ues obtained in this case were*

29 MeV<hv^52 MsVi C « 0,47 $, 0.15
D * 0,25 £ 0.34

Examination of the histograms and fitted smooth

curves suggests that the addition of a constant term in the

angular distribution function—the effect of which would be

to raise the tails of the curve at high and low energies but

to leave the peak position unaltered—is unnecessary* "the

value of such a term, if present, is certainly smaller than

the error in its determination.

The mechanism Indicated by these results is electr¬

ic dipole absorption of photons modified by some electric

quadrupole absorption producing the interference term
2

BCcos#sin 8 in the angular distribution, to an extent not

varying appreciably in the energy region investigated here.

There may be a small quadrupole term, but Its coefficient 3)

has large statistical errors. The absence of any isotropic
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component in the distribution means that magnetic dipole ab¬

sorption is absent, i.e. the proton sad trlton leave with

their spins anti-parallel.

Only three previous attempts have been reported to

measure in detail the departure of the angular distribution
2

for this reaction from a pure sin # function, for which the

predominant electric dipole interaction is responsible.

Perry and Same, in their study of the inverse reaction, made

a direct measurement of the y-ray yield at 0° to the proton

beam, to show that the isotropic component in the angular

distribution was very small if not zero. Puller, extending

the investigation to higher energies by direct photodis-

integration, fitted his distributions by functions of the

form A + B(1 ♦ 0 cos#)sin 8| he found that the value of 0 re¬

mained fairly constant (if anything, increasing slowly with

energy), but was hampered by poor statistics. However, he de¬

tained evidence above 26 23eY for finite values of A, rising to

0.33 +. 0.2 in the energy range 30 to 40 MeV. Shis appeared

to imply an increasingly important magnetic dipole inter¬

action leading to a final triplet state.

Oorbunov and Spiridonov started from the aooumption

that no such isotropic term existed and fitted their two ex¬

perimental distributions with the function including the
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2 2
sin #eos # term for electric quadrupole absorption. Below

2
30 MeY they found no significant departure from pure sin 0;

their higher energy distribution (which extended right up to

170 MeV) had 0 « 1 and 35 m 0.5 approximately.

The present results differ from the previous ones

chiefly in the larger value of C obtained! they resemble

those of Fuller in detecting little variation In the value of

this coefficient with photon energy. The values found by

Gorbunov and Splridonov, being much smaller below 30 MeY and

much larger than the present values above, result from the

choice of such extended energy ranges for investigation.

5.2 H

5.2.1 General

Five plates were studied which had been exposed at
2

a beam energy of ?0 MeY? & total area of 17.50 cm of emul¬

sion was scanned, and several hundred He** tracks identified

and measured.

■*
As moat of the recoil He particles at this energy

have rather short ranges, their tracks were dense and apt to

be confused with those of protons, deuterons and particularly

*
The work described in this section was performed jointly
with Br B. L. Idveeey of the University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, Canada (Liveeey and Main 1958).
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tritone, all present in much larger numbers, but unsuitable

for grain-counting purposes. For this reason, a-particlee

had been introduced after the normal exposure, as explained

in section 4.1, and a criterion was adopted whereby a track
%

was only measured and analysed as Be if it was at least as

dense as a nearby track entering the emulsion from the

"wrong" direction. The a-particle tracks occurred in most

microscope fields and greatly facilitated identification of

He^ tracks. The Ionization density in a short He* track is

very nearly equal to that produced fey He*, and it is consid-
■5

ered that although a few genuine Be tracks may have been re¬

jected, elimination of triton tracks should have been ensur-

■5
ed. In a preliminary investigation, the proportion of He'

tracks accepted was (12 ± 1)# of all tracke exceeding 10
microns in length, in spite of considerable variation (due to

deliberate variation of the processing technique) in the

density of proton tracks and of the local abundance of

control a—particle tracks.

A possible source of error in this particular ex¬

periment lay in the occurrence of recoiling He* nuclei eject¬

ed from the gas by fast neutrons. This had been checked ex¬

perimentally by measurements of the fast neutron flux, both

within the beam and in the region of the plates, and by
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counting the number of helium tracks entering one of the

plates (not exposed to Actinium a-particles) in the "wrong®

direction. The results showed that less than 5f» of the re¬

corded tracks could be due to this process. Radioactive con¬

tamination could also cause background effects, but no

definite u-p&rticles had been detected in an exposure without

gas in the chamber. A survey of possible sources of error

indicated a maximum systematic error of tQ$, but this is in

the opposite sense to the errors caused by rejecting too many

Be* tracks*

Working independently, two different observers

calculated the photon energy and angle of emission in the

centre-of-mass coordinates for acceptable lie** tracks. All

results were broadly similar when compared, and were finally

combined. The He** energy varies rapidly with laboratory

angle for a given photon energy (See Fig. 3)f the lowest He*5
energy recorded (4.5 MeY) corresponded to a photon of 45 MeY

at the maximum angle of 150°. Accordingly, a correction was

applied for the loss of tracks at backward angles for photon

energies below 45 Me¥. An additional correction for the

events occurring outside the useful range of angles amounted

to not more than 5$ above 45 MeY.



5.2.2 Re*(Y»n)He Cross Section

Results obtained for the integrated cross sections

in different energy regions are shown in fable III, where the

standard errors are baaed on statistical fluctuation® only.

The different plates and observers gave quite consistent re¬

sults, and the final mean values were weighted according to

the areas of plate scanned.

fable III

Integrated cross sections (MeY ab)

40-45 MeY36 45-50 MeY 50-60 SeV 40-60 MeY

2.57^0.25 2.21+0.25 2.7 ± 0.3 7.5 + 0.5

Photon flux estimates can be more accurately made

at the full machine energy of 70 MeY. The synchrotron moni¬

tor in this case had been calibrated in a separate experi¬

ment on the activation of copper foils by the reaction
fiTt

Cu ^(Y,n)Cu . fhe integrated cross section for this reac¬

tion was taken to be 0.60 MeV bam from the threshold up to

70 MeY (Beraan and Brown 1954). fhis figure led to a direct

estimate of the photon flux at 18 MeY in the breasstr&hlung

spectrum (automatically corrected for beam spread); at all
x

Corrected for losses at angles exceeding 110°,
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other photon energies the flux v was calculated by normalis¬

ing a Sehlff curve to the point fixed at "18 MeY. It should

be pointed out that the maximum synchrotron energy was net

stabilised at the time of this exposure, and the procedure

may not be reliable above 60 MeY? at lower energies the

values of v should be accurate to £ 10$.

After full allowance has been made for all error©

arising in the experiment, the total integrated cross section

from 40 to 60 MeY amounts to (7.5 +, 0.9) MeY sib. In compar¬

ison, Hicolai and Ool&waseer found a value of 28 MeY mb for

the entire energy range up to 135 MeY, and Gorbunov said

Spiridonov obtained 19.7 MeV ab between 40 and 100 MeV, but

only about 6.8 £5eY ab for the (r,p) reaction between 40 and

60 MeV.

The shape of the cross section curve was found by

plotting the data at 2.5-MeY intervals, as shown in Fig. 12.

The results were everywhere consistent with a cross section

falling smoothly from an estimate of (0.63 +. 0.10) ate at

40 HeY to <0.25 + 0.04) mb at 60 MeY, with a best value of

(0.37 + 0.04) mb at 50 MeY. The smooth curve in the Figure

was fitted to give the best agreement with the integrated

cross sections shown in Table III.



Lowers energy distribution of (y*») events

in He4

Uppers estimated (Y»n) cross section as a

function of photon energy
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this cross section curve agrees closely with, the

<Y*p) curve of Gorbunov and Spiridonov, which is lower than

their (r#») data; it also falls more rapidly than the earlier

(y»n) ourve of de Saussure and Osborne, and would indicate a

closer agreement between (r»p) and (r»*0 cross sections than

has hitherto been found experimentally. (See Pig. 14.)

5.2.3 Angular Distribution

The centre-of-mass angular distribution of the Be*
particles (corrected for solid angle variation) is given in

Pig. 13? the centre-of-raaes distribution for neutrons will be

this histogram reflected about the 90° ordinate.

The distribution shows a pronounced asymmetry,

which is reflected in the relative number© of events at for¬

ward and backward angles; this ratio was found to be 1.4*0.2

for energies above 45 Me?. In the same energy region

Gorbunov and Spiridonov obtained the ratio 2.4 for photopro-

tons, but are in agreement with de 8bussure and Osborne in

ascribing symmetry to the photoneutron results; de Saussure

and Osborne used their laboratory angles untraneformed,

whereas the correction applied to the present results has the
•*

effect of enhancing any forward peak in the He distribution.



,1?
■X

Oentre-of-iaass angular distributions of He particles

emitted in reactions in Be*

Upper: all events above 45 MeYf

smooth curve represents the function

f{6) « B(1 ♦ 0.5cos#)sin2e
Lover: all events above 50 SeV
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An attempt was made to represent the distribution

by a function of the form

f(d) * A + B{1 + C cos#)fsin^e
fhe best fit was obtained with 0 approximately equal to 0.5,

and the value of A/B did not appear to be significantly dif¬

ferent from zero, but experimental errors at the extreme

angles, and poor statistics, preclude a real test of the

function f(8). Gorbunov and Spiridonov agree with the very

low value of A/Bj de Saueeure and Osborne described their

distribution (for event© between 36 and 84 Me?) by a pure
2

sin # function.

fhe conclusion t© be drawn from these results on

their own is that the (r*&) reaction ha© properties similar

to those ascribed to (r»p) on the b&ei© of other published

workj the similarity even appears to extend to the angular

distribution, where it ha© not been found before. Superfici¬

ally, the result resembles high-energy deuteron photodi® -

integration, where backward emission of neutrons occurs.

However, it has never been suggested that the quasi-deuteron

process should be important at energies n» low as these.

5.3 Photonrotona (70-aeV Exposure)

The plates exposed at 70 MeV contained tracks of
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many photodisintegration products other than Me particles

from the (y,n) reaction. The difficulty of eorting out the

effects of the various other possible reactions, even if the

protons, deuterons and tritons could he distinguished from

one another, has been explained in section 4*2.

An examination of the long-range protons can,

however, give some information on the importance of multiple

processes, and a rough comparison of the (y,p) and (y,n)

cross sections in the doubtful energy region around 40 SeY.

By measuring only tracks longer than 350 microns, tritons

should be excluded, and an attempt can be made to estimate

the relative importance of the (y,p) and (y,pn) processes in

producing the protons that remain. Difficulties arise from

the very low track density of some of the longest protons in

these plates (which had been produced primarily for the study

of particles of charge 2), and because their long ranees mean

that the track® are commonly not contained within the thick¬

ness of the emulsion need. Dor the latter reason, attention

was restricted to the one plate available with a thick coat¬

ing {O.i ®a approximately) of emulsion. Even so, saucy of the

protons escaped from the emulsion before completing their

ranges, and it is possible that some of these were spurious,

since their direction could not always be definitely
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ascertained from the appearance of the tracks.

2
area of 8.00 ens of the plate was scanned, and

some 600 tracks found and measured. In about one-third of

the area, measurements were restricted to tracks of protons

above 7 Me? kinetic energy (i.e. photon energies over

50 $e?), while in the regaining two-thirds, measurement® were

extended down to 6 Me? kinetic energy (29 MeT photon energy).
The photon energy distribution (corrected for reduction of

scanned area below 50 Me?) i« given in Pig. 14, on which the

region of large escape losses above 56 Me? is indicated.

A very rough comparison of the (y»p) &nd (r>»)
cross sections can be obtained from the yields of protons and

5 5
He^ particles for photon energies over 40 Me?. For He

tracks the yield was (4.0 ± 0.6) x 10^ particles per mole of

helium per roentgen X-ray dose ©s measured by the synchrotron

monitor. In estimating the photoproton yield, all tracks

going right through the emulsion were counted, as well

as the stopping tracks above 40 Me?. The lower figure of

(1.8 +, 0.2) x 10 protons saole~ r~* can be interpreted as

indicating that most of the protons in this region come from

the (y,p) reaction. It should not be taken to imply that the

(y,n) cross section is appreciably higher than the (r#p) at

this point, as suggested by the results of Gorbunov and



14

Energy distribution of assumed (r»p) events

in Ke^ from high-energy run (histogram),
and comparison of (y*p) and (r»») cross section

determinations beydnd the resonance maximum;

smooth curve is the best fit of

(r»p) measurements by Gorbunov and Spiridonov
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£ Present work (y.p)
£ Present work (y.n)
+ Gorbunov and Spiridonov (y,n)

J deSaussure and Osborne (y,n)
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hv in MeV



Spiridonov, since it is likely that only (y»p) ©vents up to

about 50 MeV were detectable by counting long proton tracks.

(The longest track found had a rang© of almost 2,000 microns,

corresponding to a proton energy of 21.1 MeV.) Proa the

results of section 5.2.2 the integrated cross section for the

(y,n) reaction between 40 and 50 MoT is 641- of that from 40

to 60 ifi*Y.

A better idea of the relative sizes of the two

cross sections can be gained by examining the forms of cross

section curves obtained for the two reactions and attempting

to fit them smoothly to one another. For this purpose it is

necessary to assume that all the measured protons arise fro®

(y»P) processes, and to rely on the appearance of the results

to indicate if this is not actually the case. -There are no

monitoring uncertainties in this comparison, since both sets

of results were obtained in the same exposure.

The results are illustrated in Fig. 14. It is seen

that the (r»*i) points (transferred from Fig. 12) lie close to

the (r»p) curve of Gorbunov and Spiridonov, as do the assumed

(y»P) points, except where escape losses become serious

at the high-energy end, and in spite of large statistical

errors. There is no indication of excess protons fro® (y»P»)

processes, even at lower photon energies. The conclusion can



be drawn once store that the (y,pn) proton contribution is

small in the region investigated.

large statistical errors also aar the angular

distribution (Fig. 15)5 it is hard to say whether the absenee

of events between 50° and 80° is significant. The distribu¬

tion for the photon energy region between 29 and 32 Se¥ is

sufficiently unlike the corresponding distribution from the

35-MeV plates (See Fig. 11(c)) to indicate that recoil trl-

tons from high-energy (y#p) disintegrations may be fairly

numerous in this region.

5*4 Summary

ihe results of the 35—exposure concern the

resonance region of y-ray energies. It was not possible to

estimate absolute cross sections accurately, but the shape of

the resonance peak was determined, and ©hown to b© essential-

ly similar to that found by Fuller. fhe present findings

differ from Fullerfe in requiring no appreciable (y,pn) con¬

tribution of protons for their interpretation. Angular

distributions indicate a larger percentage of electric

quadrupole absorption than found by previous authors, but

show no marked increase with energy of this effect, in the

region investigated. Ho magnetic dipole absorption could be

detected.
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Centre—of-mass angular distribution of

protons assumed to be emitted in

(y»p) reactions in He^, at photon energies above 29 MeVj

smooth curve represents the function

f(8) « B(1 + 0.5ooe8)sin2e
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From the plates exposed at 70 MeY, It is concluded

that the (r#p) and <Yt») cross sections are similar at photon

energies over 40 MeY, and that the (r»pn) cross section is

negligibly small in comparison. Asymmetry not previously

detected in the neutron angular distribution indicates

quadrupole absorption in the (y»»5 process also, or some

other unknown mechanism.
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APPESMX



apfskdixi theory qg measithei) track abukbahce

Befer to Pig. 16, wherein Cartesian axe® are chosen

so that the emulsion surface Ilea in the x~z plane, the for¬

ward beam direction being parallel to the x-axis and in the

positive sense. Consider an elementary length Ax of the beam

(a cylinder of radius r, so small that all particles may be

assumed to start at the axis), and a small area aA * ax*As of

the emulsion surface.

The number of particles entering AA from the elem-

entary volume kt Ax (i.e. at angle # with the forward direct¬

ion of the beam ) will be

(*r2Ax5.I.v.0(#). AO-

where K » number of helium nuclei per unit volume,

V m incident photon flux per unit area (integrated over

time), and

o($) m (do/dft)^ is the differential cross section per unit
solid angle at angle for the disintegration process giving

rise to the particles being counted. The solid angle
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subtended by AA at the beam element Is

A£1 m (AA/H2)#inS * (AA/x2sec2#).(yo/x see#)
In practise, Ax* is made the length of strip

scanned, but is still very small compared with the length of

the irradiated column of gas in the eaia< rajAs is sufficiently

small for z to be regarded as fixed at its average value zQ.
Then # will depend on x only, the relation being

? ? 7 7
x tan 8 m yf +o o

so that we may substitute Ax * xA#/sin#oos#« Thus the number

of tracks entering AA at angle # to the beam is given in

terras of # by the expression

f(#)A# * %r2S^o(#)(AAyo/x^eec^#)♦(xA#/sin#coe#)
* xr2Mvo(#)AA|y /(y2 + *2)]sin#d6

( O O 0 j

This result shows that the number of tracks counted

at angle # is proportional to o(#)«in#, and should be divided

by sin# to yield the true angular distribution.

To enable the total cross section a to be estimated

by counting the total number F of tracks found at all angles,

it is necessary to integrate f{#) over 0 ^ < 2%j this will

involve the integral
2*

j a(#)ein#d6 « (1/2x)J a(#)dfl= a/2x
0 4^
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Thus

P as ^r2S^A

or

a « 2P(y2 + z2)/Nvr2AAyO Q Q

3odificaticms of this basic theory have been ra&de

for the effects of bears polarization, finite beam cross sect¬

ion and finite scanned area, but in no case do these exceed

2j6»
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